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Closure and Completeness of Wiener's Orthogonal Set {Go} 
in the Class L2(f2, B, I~) and Its Application 
to Stochastic Heriditary Differential Systems* 
N. U. AHMED 
The University of Ottawa, Department of Electrical Engineering, Ottawa, Canada 
In this paper a direct proof of the closure of Wiener's orthogonal set (G~} 
in the class L2(£2, B, /x) is presented in Section 2. It is also shown that closure 
and completeness are equivalent concepts in Fourier analysis on Wiener 
measure space as they are in classical Fourier analysis. In Section 3 a brief 
discussion of the problem of representation f nonlinear functionals of the 
Wiener process by constant coefficients is presented showing the essential 
difference between Fourier analysis on Wiener measure space and that on 
finite dimensional spaces. 
In the last section an application of these results to stochastic differential 
equations with memory is discussed in some detail. 
INTRODUCTION 
Wiener's [1] orthogonal set {G~} or its modified form [8, 9] are known to 
play a central role in the study of Fourier analysis on Wiener measure 
space [2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9] and in the approximation of nonlinear functionals 
of the Wiener process {w(t), t ~ I}. In these problems it is necessary to know 
the closure properties of the set {Gn}. It was indirectly indicated by Wiener 
[1, pp. 41] that the set {G~} is closed in the class L2(f2, B, i~). 
One of the concerns of this paper is to present a direct and simple proof 
of this fact. It will be also shown that closure and completeness are equivalent 
concepts as they are in classical Fourier analysis. In the last section an 
application of these results to stochastic differential equations with memory 
is discussed. 
Let {Gn = Gn[K~, a], Kn~L2(P)}, n = 0, 1 .... be the orthogonal set 
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defined over the normalized Wiener measure space (f2, B,/~). As usual g2 
is the space of continuous functions almost all of whose sample paths are 
nowhere differentiable, B is the smallest a-algebra with respect to which 
almost all of the sample functions are measurable and /~ is the Wiener 
measure. The Kernels Kn are elements of L*(I ~) where I n is the n-copies of 
the t-set L It is assumed that t~(g2) = 1. All integrals based on the Wiener 
process are to be interpreted as stochastic Wiener integrals. 
2. CLOSURE OF {G,}. 
Let B' be the a-algebra generated by the class of B-measurable sets: 
la~: f ,w(.)dw(a,.)~A; ~L~,A ~R I
where R is the class of Borel sets on the real line. 
For latter use we introduce the following 
DEFINITION. The a-algebra B' is said to be a weak cover of the a-algebra 
B if for every X ~ B there exists a set X '  ~ B' such that t~(XAX') = O, 
that is, if the two sets differ by a set of Wiener measure zero. 
With this preparation we present a proof of the following 
PROPOSITION 1. The set {G,[Kn, a], Kn ~L2(I~)} is closed in the class 
L2([2, B, t~) if the a-algebra B has a weak cover. 
Proof. It is known that the sequence {Gn} is constructed from the sequence 
{Fn} defined by 
Fo<Ko, a)= f f KoI.I *n)dwla, JwCa, 
In 
for n /> 1 and F0-a scalar--for n = 0 where Kn eL2(In). Therefore if {Fn} 
is closed in the class L~(g2, B,/~), then so also is the sequence {G~}. We prove 
that {F~} is closed in the class L2(g2, B,/~). 
The proof is given by establishing a contradiction. Suppose {F.} is not 
closed in the class L2(~2, B,/~), then there exists a nontrivial function 
f ~L~(Q, B, i ~) such that 
<f, Fn>, = fJ(a)Fn(Kn, a) d~(a) = 0 (2.1) 
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for all n ~ N (the set of nonnegative integers) and for all Kn 6L2(I'~). Then it 
follows that f is orthogonal to any linear combination of the set {F~}. Since 
f~L*(g2, B, tz) is nontrivial there exists a B-measurable set X o C ~ sueh 
that if(X0) > 0 and f(a) ~ 0 for almost all a ~ X o . Without any loss of 
generality we may assume that f (a)  > 0 for almost all a ~ X 0 . 
Since 
f~L=(~2, B  tz) CLI(O, B, k~), v(Y) ~ f / (a)  dff(a) 
is a finite signed measure [7, pp. 151] defined for each Y ~ B and v(Xo) > O. 
Also ( f ,  F0) = 0 implies that v(g2) = 0 = v(¢) where ¢ is the /,-null set. 
For the purpose of establishing the desired contradiction let us construct a 
sequence of B-measurable (Wiener measurable) functions {g,(a)}, n ~ N- - the  
set of nonnegative integers--as follows: 
g.(a) = (1 + f i2  (fK(r)dw(a, r))2)" (2.2) 
where f le (o, oo) and K is any L2(I) Kernel. 
The sequence {gn} is a special linear combination of the sequence {Fs} ,
s ~ 2n and belongs to L=(D, B, if). Therefore it follows from (2.1) that 
]~ ~ fn gn(a) dr(o) = 0 for all n e N. (2.3) 
Let us define the following sets determined by the function h(a)= 
~i K(T) dw(a, T)'- 
X = {,~ ~ ;2 : I h(a)l < /7 ,  5 > O} 
Y = {o-e~:/7 ~< I h(o-)l ~< 'v'i- +/~,/3 >o} 
and Z ~-/2 ~ (X u Y). It is clear that X, Y, Z are all elements of the 
a-algebra B'. For every/3 ~ (o ~)  and for arbitrarily small E > 0 we can find 
a nontrivial Kernel K~L2(I) such that ff(XoAX ) = 0 and /~(Z)< E. This 
follows from the hypothesis that the a-algebra B has a weak cover (in the 
sense of our definition) and the fact that 
1 s'+('Slll/ql) 1 2x 2 
= l e - /  dx, 
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where 
HKH = ( f  [ K(r)]2dr) ~/2. 
With this choice of K~L~(I) we have for v(X) = v(Xo) > 0: 
and 
lim f d (a) = +oo (2.4) 
I f / . (a )  d (a) l I(Y) < (2.5) 
for all n s N. The finiteness of the last integral follows from the fact that 
f ~ LI(Q, B,/z) and consequently v is a finite signed measure on the measurable 
space (.(2, B). Defining Jn' by 
L' = f o\zg.(a) dr(a) 
it follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that limn_~® Jn'--+ + ~ for every e > 0. 
Since • can be chosen arbitrarily small limn~o J~ --~ + ~ which contradicts 
the fact that J,~ = 0 for all n ff N. Thus v(X) and consequently v(Xo) must be 
equal to zero for every X o ~ B and since v(O)= 0, v(g2 ~ X0)= 0. This 
implies that f(a) = 0 /z-almost everywhere. Hence the sequence {Fn} and 
consequently the sequence {G~} is closed in the class L2(g2, B,/z). 
Remarks. (a) The orthogonal set {G~} will have been proved closed in 
the class D(Q, B,/z) if the function g~ used in the above proposition could be 
constructed to satisfy the following properties: 
(i) gn is a multiple stochastic Wiener integral for each n ~ N and (ii) 
the integral Jn is defined for each f ~ La(O, B,/z) and for each n ~ N. 
(b) If the normalized Wiener process is replaced by the Wiener process of 
arbitrary variance as in (8, 9), then 6(w(t, a) w(s, a)) = 1/2A min(t, s), t, s ~I 
and A ~ (o, m). In this case the modified orthogonal set [8] is closed in the 
class L~(O, Ba,/za) where B a and /za are respectively the corresponding 
a-algebra nd the Wiener measure. It was recently observed by the author 
that this class of {L2(.Q, Ba,/za), A ~ (o, ~)} spaces form a complete lattice 
called by the author as the Wiener lattice (9). 
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In the following we will use this modified orthogonal set {G~} for an 
arbitrary ~ ~ (o, oo). We present he following 
PROPOSITION 2. The set {G~[K~, ~], K~ eL2(/'~)} is closed in the class 
L2(& B~ , ~) if, and only if, for every/eL2(~, Ba , ~) 
oo 
I]f[ I  2 = 8~=o~f';a'f Ins(Tl"",s)l idTl'"dT 8 (2 .6 )  
where Ls eLi(P) are the Fourier Kernels o f f  corresponding to the orthogonal 
set {Gn}. 
Proof. Let us assume that (2.6) is satisfied and {Gn} is not closed in 
the class L2(Y2, Ba,/~a). Then there exists an element)C0 ~L~( ~2, Ba,/Za) such 
that/~a{a : fo(cr) :/: o} > o and that 
$! 
f ...f R,(~ ... ,~)K:(,~ ... ~,) < ... < = <fo, Gs[Ks, "]>.a - -  (2A)* i, 0 
for all s e N and for all K, eL2(P) where z* is the complex conjugate of 
the complex number z. This implies that for each s e N the Fourier Kernel 
R s = 0 a.e. and consequently from (2.6) f0 ---- °/*a --  a.e. contradicting that 
f0 is nontrivial. This completes the first part of the proof. 
For the second part of the proof let us assume that the set {G,~[K~, ~], 
Kn eL2(I~)} is dosed in the class L2(~, Ba,/*a). We prove that 2.6 holds. 
It follows from Theorem i [8, pp. 145] that for every/eL=(/2, Ba,/Za) with 
{Ls} as the Fourier Kernels 
s! f r  
i,iH' > e0 J ; ; J  i < ... < 
for all n e N. Therefore the series 
i s, f : f  s=o ~-~ " ] Ls(% "'" "rs)l 2 d% "'" d% converges. 
Consequently by Theorem ii (8, pp. 147) there exists a unique element 
fo ~L~( f2, Ba,/Za) to which the sequence fn(') = )-~s~o GILs, -], converges 
(in the mean) with {Ls) as its Fourier Kernels where, for each Rs eL~(/8) 
and s ~ AT, the Fourier Kernel L s is given by 
(2A) ~s! ;" f <fo, Gs[Rs, "]>-a -- f '  Ls(% "'" %)R,*(r, "" %) d~-i "" dr  s . 
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Thus f and fo have identical Fourier Kernels which implies that 
<f  - - fo ,  G.[Rs, "]).a = 0 for all R~ eL2(p) and for all s s N. 
Since by hypothesis the set {Gn[Kn, (7], K~ EL2(In)) is closed in the class 
L2(g2, Ba,/~a), f = fo/~a - -  a.e. 
and consequently IlfII = lifo II. Therefore, since f~ converges to fo in the 
limit in the mean, it follows that 
co 
i l l :=  , , Io, :  = f;f [Ls(71 "'" Ts)[2 d'rl " "  d'rs" 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. The equality (2.6) is equivalent o the Parseval's equality that 
arises in classical Fourier analysis. This proposition shows that closure and 
completeness are identical in the Fourier analysis on Wiener measure space 
as they are in classical Fourier analysis. 
3. REPRESENTATION PROBLEM 
It  was remarked in [8, pp. 147] that from synthesis point of view it would 
be desirable to choose the Kernels K s ~L2(I0 in such a way that the sequence 
{Gs[Ks, "]} is orthonormal on (~2, Ba,/~a) and closed in the classL~(Y2,Ba,/za). 
It appears that the closure property for {Gs} with a fixed set of Kernels {Ks} 
howsoever general they may be is dimcult to achieve. This follows from the 
fact that not every L 2 Kernel L s ~L2(I s) is given by a scalar multiple of K s . 
Further, if for each s ~ N K s ~ M s CL2(p) [where M s is a closed linear 
subspace of La(P)], then one can choose for each s ~ N an L 2 Kernel L s ~ M~ 1 
(orthogonal complement of Ms) such that 
o < r llL l: < 
For such a choice it follows from Theorem ii (8, pp. 147) that there exists 
a nontrivial element f~L2(£2, Ba, k%) with {Ls} as the Fourier Kernels. But 
a~ = ( f ,  G~[K~, "]).~ ---- 0 
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for each s ~ N and consequently the set {Gs[Ks, .]} is not closed in 
Le(g2, Ba,/za) for the fixed set {Ks}. This situation can be avoided by choosing 
for each s E N a sequence {cps., } from Le(I s) such that 
(2;~) s 
(%, i  , %, j )  - -  sl 
8iJ (8i~ cronecker-8) and that {%,i} is closed in L~(IO. 
Then 
<G,[98., "], Gs[%.¢ "])-a = 8iJ for all s, i, j ¢ N 
in addition to the orthogonality of { G,}, and the representation (19 ) (8, pp. 147) 
becomes 
f ( . )  ---- 1.i.m ~ ~ a,.iGs[%, i .]. 
s i 
Thus the practical advantage of working with scalar coefficients rather than 
the Kernels is not totally lost. 
4. APPLICATION TO STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we make an application of the closure property to a class of 
stochastic hereditary differential systems described by 
tax(t) = F(t, x(s); t o <~ s <~ t) at + G(t, x(s); t o ~ s <~ t) dw(t) 
S : (x ( to)  x o, tE I=[ to ,T ] ,  to<T<m;  
where x o is a random variable with an arbitrary distribution and {w(t) t ~ I} 
is the Wiener process normalized by choosing W(to) = 0 and ~,(w(t) -- w(s)) ~ -= 
[ t -  s I. F and G are nonanticipative continuous functionals of volterra 
type defined on C(I)--the space of continuous real valued functions on 1. 
It will be shown that under suitable hypothesis on F and G and the 
a-algebras generated by the random variable x 0 and the Wiener process 
{w(t), t ~ I} the process {x(t), t E I} has a canonical representation. 
In order to prove this we need the following assumptions: 
A I :  There exist two nonnegative functions H 1 and H~ sLY(/~) so that 
for almost all t ~ I 
IF(t, x(s); t o <~ s ~ t) --F(t,y(s); t o <~ s <~ t)I 




i G(t, x(s); t o ~ s ~ t) - -  G(t,y(s);  t o ~ s ~ t)l 
t 
f H2(t , s) Ix(s) --y(s)] ds. 
to 
A 2 : There exist functions cxl, ~2 ~L2(I) and a pair fix and fi2 ~L2(I2) such 
that for all x ~ C(I) 
t 




J G(t, x(s); t o ~ s ~ t)l ~ I ~(t)] + f l flz( t, s)ll x(s)l ds 
to 
for almost all t ~ 1. 
A z : The increments of the Wiener process {w(t), t ~ 1} given by 
{w(t) - w(s), t > s ~> to) 
are independent of the random variable x o with 8(Xo 2) < oo. 
The following notations will be found useful in the sequel. Let us denote 
by Bo the a-algebra generated by the random variable x o taking values in 
the real line t2 o and let fro be the corresponding probability measure. Let 
Bt(dw) be the smallest a-algebra generated by {w(s) - -  w(~'), t o ~ r < s ~ t} 
taking values in Qt (called Wiener's Differential space) and let /~t be the 
corresponding Wiener measure. Let Bt(x) be the smallest a-algebra generated 
by {x(o-), to ~ r ~ t, t ~ I}. I f  B 1 and B2 are any two a-algebras then the 
smallest a-algebra that contains both B 1 and B2 is denoted by B 1 v B~. 
The assumption A~ implies that B 0 is independent of Bt(dw), t > / t  o . 
The following lemma can be proved along the same line as in [Ito, 5, pp. 30, 
Theorem 11]. 
LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions A 1 , A s , and A 3 there exists one and 
only one solution of the system S with locally bounded second moments and this 
solution satisfies the property Bt(x) C B o v Bt(dw). 
Remarks. (i) The proof is given via the stochastic integral equation 
x(t) = x o + F(r, x(s); t o ~ s ~ ~-) dr + G(z, x(s); t o ~ s ~ r) dw(~-) 
to to 
(4.1) 
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t ~ I, where the first integral is defined in the sense of Lebesgue and the 
second integral is defined in the sense of Ito [Ito, 5, pp. 14]. 
(ii) It  may be interesting to mention that the above lemma is also true 
for the system 
dx(t) = f ( t ,  x(s); t o --  T O ~ s ~ t) dt + G(t, x(s); t o --  T O ~ s ~ t) dw(t) 
(4.2) 
for any given arbitrary past process {x_(t), t o - -  T o ~ t ~< to} provided 
~(x_(t)) 2 ~ c o < ~ for all 
te [ t  o -  To, to] and o <~ T O < co. 
(iii) It  is clear that (~2o, Bo,/No) and (sQt, B~,/zt) t ~ I are finite (prob- 
ability) measure spaces. Since by assumption B o is independent of Bt = Bt(dw) 
we can form the product measure space (X  t , 9 t ,  vt) for each fixed t e I where 
Xt  A ~2 o × f2 t ,  % & Bo x Bt 
and v, &_/~0 X ~t. 
We are now prepared to show that the solution process {x(t), t e I} has a 
canonical representation. 
This is proved in the following 
PROPOSITION 3. /~br each random variable x o with 8~o(Xo z) < co so that B o 
is independent of Bt(dw) t ~ to, the solution of the system S denoted by 
x(t, x o , ~), t ~ I; x o ~ f2 o ; ~ ~ £2 t
has a canonical representation 
x(t, x0, a) = 1.i.m £ Gs[K~(x o It; ,1 . . . r , ) ,  a],/x0--a.e. (4.3) 
s=0 
(where 1.i.m. denotes limit in the mean of order two with respect to /& 
measure and) where the Kernels {K~} satisfy the property 
i / '  /' s! "'" ~o l  K , (xo  I t;  r l  "'" rs)h 2 dr l  . . .  drs < co (4.3') 
s=0 to to 
for all t ~ I. 
Proof. From Lcmma i it follows that for each fixed but arbitrary 
t ~ I, x~(Xo, ~) ~ x(t, Xo, ~) 
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is B o measurable in x o and B~(dw) measurable in a and that 
xt(xo, ~) cL~(Xt, ~o~, ~t). 
That is, 
~) ~ f (~t(~o, ~))~ a~, < ~. 8x~2(Xo , 
Xt 
Therefore, since B 0 is independent of Bt(dw), it follows from Fubinis theorem 
[7, pp. 142, Theorem 1] that the iterated integral 
exists and is finite. Thus 
f ,~, (xt(Xo ' °))~ am 
is finite ~0-almost everywhere. This shows that for each fixed but arbitrary 
t ~ I and for almost all 
x o ~ D o x(t, Xo, a) A xt.~0(a) ~LZ(Dt, B , ,  ~t). 
Hence it follows from Proposition i [8, pp. 145] that there exist a sequence of 
Fourier Kernels {Kn(x o [ t; ~'1 "'" r~)} possibly depending on both x 0 and t 
so that for all t ~ I and almost all 
x o ~ D o K .  c L~(It ~') - -  It  ~ [to, t] 
- - for  each n and that 
n! "" ] K~(x o ] t; ~'1 "'" rn)I 2 d'rl "'" d~'n < ~/~0--a.e. (4.4) 
n=O to to 
Further it follows from Proposition 1 of the present paper that for each fixed 
but arbitrary t e I 
xt,~o(~) = 1.2.  ~ G~EK,(x o It; rl "" z~) , e]k~o--a.e. 
n~0 
From Proposition 2 we have 
I xt,~o(~)? dm= n! .-- I Kn(xo I t; ~1 "'" ~.)I ~ d~l ... a~. (4.5) 
d g2~ n=0 to to 
which is finite/z 0 almost everywhere. 
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Defining 
 f*f* fn(xo [ t) ~ s! "'" { Ks(x o [ t; "rz "" -G)i 2 dr 1 "" d% 8=0 to to 
and 
f (xo I t) A f I(x,,~o(~)l 2 dm 
we have, for each fixed 
t e l ,  
and that 
o <~fo ~A ~f~ ~<f.+~ "",
f~(xo 1 t) -~ f (x  o [ t)/%--a.e. 
Clearly 
f f , (Xo[ t )d lxo<~f  f (xo! t )d tZo<OO 
~o ~o 
foral l  te l ,  n=O,  1,2 .... 
Therefore it follows from (4.5) and the monotone convergence theorem 
[7, pp. 94, Theorem 1] that for each t e I 
lira f~of.(x o It) d~o = f~of(Xo I t) d~0 < oc. (4.6) 
Hence we have 
i n' f~o (ftto "'" f :o [ Kn(x°'t; "rl "'" "r")[2 dr1 "'" d'rn) dIdO n=O 
= f of(xo I t) dl~ o < o0. (4.6') 
By application of a partial converse of Fubinis theorem [7, pp. 143, Theorem 2) 
to the lefthand side of (4.6') we obtain 
n! "" ~o I K~(xo I t; 71"'" 7.)12 d71 "'" d~. = < 0% 
n~O to to 
where ~%(g(x0) ) A f•o g(xo) dtzo " 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remarks. (i) It  follows from the above proposition that for each fixed 
t e I and for almost all 
(71 "" "rn) e I~% K ,  e L2(f2o, Bo, IXo) for each n = 0, 1, 2,... 
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(ii) Since for each fixed t ~ I and almost all 
x o e ~2o K,~ c L~(/~ ") n = O, 1, 2 .... 
we can choose them in such a way that K n = 0 a.e. whenever two or more 
of the arguments (T1, T 2 ,..., Tn) coincide without altering the value of 
the series (4.3'). In that case each of the elements Gn reduces to the simpler 
form of multiple Wiener integral 
t t 
oo[K , = f ... f K.( o l,; T,T.) d,o(T,)"" 
to to 
(4.7) 
This can be further reduced to iterated stochastic Ito integral [Ito 4] In with 
a .=I .=n!  f dw(T._l)(f dwff._~)'"(f dwffl)K.(xot;Tl""T.)'")) 
to to to 
t 
_A n! f dw(T)n.(x0 It; T, .). (4.8) 
to 
provided the Kernels {Kn} are symmetric in r-variables. 
Thus the expression (4.3) can be written as 
where 
t 
x(t, Xo, ,.) = fro dW(T)R(~o [ t; T, ,.) 
R(xo I t; T, 0) = ~ n! R.(Xo I t; T, ,~) 
(4.9) 
is a stochastic Kernel satisfying the property that R(x o ] t; r, a) is independent 
of 
{w(s) - w(r) t >~s > r > T}. 
For practical purposes it may be required that the Kernels {Kn} be continuous 
in all their arguments and in that situation the process of tampering with 
the Kernels (on sets of Lebesgue measure zero) will not be permissible 
and therefore the simplified expression (4.9) will not hold. 
(iii) It may be interesting to note that he solution of the system S is 
not a Markov process unlike the solution of ordinary stochastic differential 
equations of Ito type. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper a direct proof of the closure of Wiener's orthogonal set {Gn} 
in the class L2(£2, B, iz) was presented. It was also shown that closure and 
completeness are equivalent concepts in Fourier analysis on Wiener measure 
space as they are in classical Fourier analysis. A brief discussion on the 
problem of representation of nonlinear functionals of the Wiener process 
by constant coefficients was presented. This discussion is expected to be of 
practical value in the synthesis of nonlinear filters. In the last section an 
application of these results to stochastic differential equations with memory 
was illustrated. 
Since the systems dynamics was allowed to be heriditary, the results 
obtained in this paper apply to the problems of detection and estimation of 
both Markovian and non-Markovian processes. 
Further, in the problems of synthesis of optimal feedback controls based 
on partially observed states, these results may be useful to obtain a separation 
theorem analogous to that of Wonham, Bucy, Kalman, and others [11, 12]. 
This question needs further investigation and remains an open problem to 
the author. 
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